Impact of Mobile Teams on Tuberculosis Treatment Outcomes, Ministry of Health,
Riyadh Region, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, 2013 – 2015
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Background

Results

Discussion

Tuberculosis (TB) remains a significant public health concern globally
and it is considered a re-emerging infectious disease. The 2016
Global TB report showed that almost one-third of the world’s
population is infected with TB, with around 10.4 million new cases.

From 2013 to 2015, there were 1,600 TB patients in Riyadh region
registered in the NTCP database with recorded treatment outcomes.

It is clear from the findings of this study that mobile team service of
TB case-patients had a positive and significant impact on TB
treatment outcomes and increased treatment success to 92%.

Saudi Arabia classified as a low-to-middle TB burden country. The
total number of new cases of TB in 2015 was 3,346, with an
incidence rate of 12 per 100,000 population. Ministry of Health
implemented a National TB Control Program (NTCP) which worked
for over 30 years in response to the world plan to eliminate TB.

The ratio of treatment success among mobile team case-patients was
1.28 greater than among those not served by mobile teams.
Chi-square test showed a statistical significant finding (Probability
Ratio= 1.28;95% CI= 1.21,1.35, P-value= <0.01).
Mobile teams increased the treatment success rate to 92%, compared
to 71.77% among those not served by mobile teams.

Improved control efforts and widespread implementation of DOTs by
NTCP has not led to the expected fall in TB trends. In response to
this, NTCP has added mobile teams in Riyadh and Jizan cities aiming
to decrease the default rates and improve patient outcomes through
community outreach.

Mobile teams reduced the mortality rate to 1.18%, compared to
9.31% among non-mobile teams case-patients.

In Riyadh city, there are currently 20 mobile teams distributed
according to population density. Every mobile team is fully equipped
and consists of a physician, nurse, heath inspector, and driver. The
mobile teams’ main objective is to ensure adherence to all aspects
of the DOTs therapy strategy when treating TB patients.

Lost to follow-up rates reduced to 1.93% in mobile team patients, in
comparison to 9.61% among non-mobile teams case- patients.

Failure of treatment rates reached 17.19% among those not served by
mobile teams but only 0.86% among mobile team case-patients.

A statistically significant impact was observed in most levels after
stratification by possible confounders with precise confidence
intervals and p-values = <0.01.

This success in treatment of the mobile TB teams can be explained
by their goal which is to guarantee the implementation of one of
DOTs recommendations: to ensure that case-patients take the
prescribed drugs under direct supervision of a healthcare
professional.
This statistically significant impact of mobile teams was noticed in
both Saudis and non-Saudi case-patients, new TB case-patients,
case-patients with different sites of TB infection (pulmonary, extrapulmonary), case-patients with different AFB smear test results
(positive and negative), case-patients with negative HIV status and
those who did not do the HIV test.
Results showed that relapsed case-patients, case-patients with
infection in both TB sites, case-patients who did not have AFB
sputum smear test results, and case-patients with a positive HIV test
results experienced positive impact; however, results did not reach
statistical significance.

Purpose

Conclusion

To evaluate the impact of the TB Mobile Teams on treatment
outcomes in Riyadh region by comparing patients who received
treatment under mobile teams and those who did not, from 2013
to 2015.

This study provides important information on the efficacy of using
mobile teams to improve TB outcomes in Riyadh region, Saudi
Arabia to achieve greater program outcomes.

Methods
This is a retrospective, descriptive study using NTCP data from
2013—2015 from Riyadh, Saudi Arabia.
Descriptive analyses were used to summarize characteristics of TB
case-patients served by mobile teams and those not.
The chi-square test measured the significant differences between
mobile served case-patients and those not.
Exposure was whether or not the TB case-patient was under the
care of the mobile team; the outcome of interest was whether or
not treatment was successful, defined as “treatment completed”
and “cured”.

Data showed that community mobilization of mobile teams is an
effective strategy to enhance TB treatment, reduced mortality and
lost-to-follow-up and improve TB treatment outcomes.
We recommend implementing a full-scale rollout of TB mobile team
system all over the KSA, along with ongoing monitoring and
evaluation of the mobile team’s effectiveness by the NTCP.
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